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Abstract
Variable message signs (VMS) along with the released guiding information are indispensable components of parking 
guidance system (PGS). The location of VMS significantly influences the operation effect of PGS. The techniques to evaluate
the effectiveness of variable message signs location scheme are discussed in this paper. On the basis of the existing research
on the evaluation index of PGS, an index system that reveals both direct and indirect benefits of VMS location scheme is
proposed. Then indexes are allocated with appropriate weights based on fuzzy clustering analysis. Finally an objective
evaluation method could be obtained.
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2. Principles for Establishing Evaluation Index System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Evaluation index system of VMS Location scheme 
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The index
system of VMS
location schem
Level of service
Operation
effect
Investments in
the VMS system
Enviornment
Walking distance
Parking cruising time
Parking time
Trip cost
Speed
Evenness of loads in parking lots
Evenness of loads in related road
sections
Construction and maintenance
cost per vehicle
Traffic emissions
Traffic noise
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4. Weight indexes by fuzzy clustering analysis 
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4.1. Mutual information based weighting method 
4.2.1.  
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4.2. Relative intensity entropy based weighting method 
4.2.1.  
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4.2.2.  
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4.3. Definition of final weight 
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5. Conclusion 
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